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(54) Apparatus and method for transferring data between a fuel providing means and a vehicle 
for the prevention of misfuelling

(57) An apparatus and method for distinguishing the
correct type of fuel to be disposed in a vehicle 4 is pro-
vided. The apparatus includes an RFID tag 40 disposed
on one of a vehicle 4 or a fuel providing means 2, and a
radio receiving means 42 disposed on the other of the
vehicle 4 or fuel providing means 2. A signal, indicative
of a type of fuel, is emitted by the RFID tag 40 and com-
pared with a predetermined radio signal stored in a stor-

age means 41, and a warning is generated on the basis
of a determination of correspondence between the de-
tected radio signal and predetermined radio signal. The
present invention therefore provides a safe and reliable
system that removes or reduces human decision from a
refuelling process, and ensures the correct fuel is pro-
vided to the vehicle 4.
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Description

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates to the transferring of data
between a fuel providing means and a vehicle during a
fuelling process, such that misfuelling is prevented. Pref-
erably, the invention provides an apparatus and method
for performing the data transfer, wherein the data to be
transferred corresponds to a fuel type and thereby en-
sures, via a comparison, that the correct fuel type is in-
serted into the vehicle.

Background of the Invention

[0002] Vehicles often require a fuel in order to operate
and typically require the replacing or insertion of such a
fuel during extended use of the vehicle. Typically, a ve-
hicle requires a specific type of fuel, and may, in fact, be
converted to use various different types of fuel. Many
vehicles are designed such that a user or driver may re-
fuel the vehicle themselves, and many fuelling stations
are currently provided to allow for such a refuelling proc-
ess.
[0003] In order to cater for a plurality of different vehi-
cles utilising different fuel types, a typical fuelling station
may comprise several fuel providing means, such as fuel
pumps, to any one user and vehicle. In other words, a
vehicle is positioned in an appropriate location in the fuel-
ling station for the refuelling to take place and a user is
provided with a choice of different fuel dispensing means
dispensing different fuel types at this location. Generally,
the fuelling station is provided with a forecourt that con-
tains the plurality of fuel providing means and allows for
the vehicles to be positioned thereon in a correctly
aligned and safe position for refuelling.
[0004] Therefore, a user is faced with a choice when
it comes to selecting the correct fuel. Choosing the cor-
rect fuel is critical for the operation of a vehicle. Not only
may an incorrect fuel cause inefficient or poor perform-
ance, but in some situations, an incorrect fuel may also
cause damage to the engine or exhaust system of the
vehicle, often leading to expensive and time consuming
repairs. There is also a potential environmental cost in
that fuel incorrectly inserted into a vehicle would also
need to be reclaimed and disposed of in a safe manner
according to legal regulations. Several methods and
schemes are currently in place in order to aid the user in
identifying and selecting the correct fuel type from the
plurality of available fuel types.
[0005] For example, when considering an automobile,
a typical fuelling station is provided with, at minimum, two
fuel pumps corresponding to a petrol pump and diesel
pump providing petrol and diesel fuels respectively. To
distinguish the two, a colour-coded system may be em-
ployed such that, for example, the petrol pump is provided
in one colour, e.g., green, and the diesel pump is provided
in a different colour, e.g., black. In addition, or alterna-

tively, the pumps may have other indicia, such as written
labels or the like, to further aid the user in distinguishing
the different fuel providing means. Therefore, a user may
make a correct choice of fuel based upon these indicia.
[0006] However, the above described scheme does
not account for a user not knowing or being aware of the
correct fuel type of a certain vehicle, or from inadvertently
selecting a wrong fuel type from the plurality of fuel
pumps. For example, a user who is familiar with a petrol
powered automobile may be provided with a diesel pow-
ered automobile, either as a new purchase or rental au-
tomobile. For the user, in this case, it becomes almost
instinctual to select the petrol pump at the fuelling station.
Indeed, the user may supply the automobile with the in-
correct fuel type before realising they have done so,
which may affect the performance of the automobile or
even cause serious damage to the automobile.
[0007] A similar situation may occur at a fuelling station
that provides skilled technicians to assist the user in the
refuelling process, wherein the technician may insert the
fuel into the vehicle. In this case, the technician may be
unaware of the specific fuel type required for that vehicle,
at least on first inspection. Thus, the technician is either
forced to consult the user of the vehicle or to consult the
operating manual for that vehicle. Both of these options
add time and some inconvenience to a refuelling process.
[0008] A need exists, therefore, to provide a system or
arrangement for identifying the correct fuel providing
means at a fuelling station without relying purely on a
human interaction, which introduces an inevitable ele-
ment of human error into any refuelling process, and to
provide a system that is able to operate safely and reli-
ably.
[0009] One existing system utilises magnetic strips po-
sitioned on a fuelling pump. Specifically, US
2012/0305127 A1 describes the use of at least one mag-
net disposed on a nozzle of a fuel pump, wherein the
nozzle of the fuel pump is fluidly connected to a pumping
mechanism which supplies a certain fuel. In general, a
vehicle fuel tank is typically provided with a fuel line which
fluidly connects the fuel tank with a fuel tank opening
positioned on the exterior of the vehicle and which is ac-
cessible to the user. When the opening is exposed, the
nozzle of the fuel pump is able to be inserted therein and
form a fluid path with the fuel tank. In the system of US
2012/0305127 A1, a sensor ring is disposed in the fuel
line. The sensor ring includes a number of magnetic sen-
sors, such as Hall sensors, which detect the presence of
a magnetic field.
[0010] In this sense, magnetic strips are provided on
one type of fuel pump, for example, a petrol pump, and
the sensor ring is provided in the fuel line of, for example,
a diesel powered automobile. Thus, when the nozzle of
the petrol pump is inserted into the fuel tank opening of
the diesel powered vehicle, a warning, such as illuminat-
ed LEDs, is provided when the sensor ring detects the
magnetic field to let the user know that the incorrect noz-
zle is inserted.
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[0011] The above described system also relies on a
further existing technique to ensure that the correct fuel
type is provided. Typically, the diameter of the nozzle of
a fuel pump and the diameter of the opening of the fuel
tank of a vehicle can be altered so as to avoid incorrect
fuelling. As described in US 2012/0305127 A1, a nozzle
of a diesel pump is typically larger than the nozzle of a
petrol pump, thus meaning, if the openings of the corre-
sponding fuel tanks are sized accordingly, that a diesel
pump cannot be inserted into a petrol powered automo-
bile. However, such systems still allows for a diesel ve-
hicle to be misfuelled with petrol.
[0012] A further system, described in WO
2008/053171 A1, uses radio signals to distinguish be-
tween a diesel fuel and a petrol fuel. In this document, a
transceiver is placed in the body of a vehicle, preferably
in the boot or trunk thereof so as to be situated away from
the fuel inlet. An aerial attached to the transceiver is pref-
erably wrapped around the outer surface of the vehicle’s
fuel filler pipe. A reflective tag, which is described as be-
ing power-free, is positioned on a non-diesel fuel dis-
penser pump, either on a nozzle or handle thereof. Thus,
the system distinguishes if a non-diesel fuel, e.g., petrol,
is to be inserted into a diesel vehicle. In this regard, the
system relies on already established techniques, such
as the different sized nozzles and fuel tank openings dis-
cussed above, to prevent a diesel fuel from being inserted
into a petrol vehicle. The system is also described as
being a retrofit system, and is typically fitted to the wiring
of the vehicle so as to draw power therefrom.
[0013] In operation, the transceiver continuously emits
a radio signal at a specific frequency which passes
through the body of the vehicle and to the reflective tag.
The reflective tag then reflects the radio signal such that
it returns to the transceiver and is detected. Thus, when
the received radio signal is detected by the transceiver,
the transceiver knows or determines that the fuel provid-
ed by the fuel dispensing pump is an incorrect fuel, i.e.,
not diesel, for the vehicle, and therefore the system pre-
vents or halts a fuelling process. In contrast, when the
radio signal is not detected, i.e., the reflective tag is not
present, the system allows a fuelling procedure to com-
mence or not be interrupted. In this regard, an alarm may
also be provided, preferably an audio based alarm, which
activates when the incorrect fuel is about to be inserted
into the vehicle.
[0014] The above described schemes and systems do
not reliably provide a system that can readily account for
an increasing number of fuel types. For instance, in to-
day’s market, a number of high performance fuels with
differing octane ratings exist, as well as biofuels and the
like. Only certain vehicles can operate with such fuels
and thus a distinction between these fuels is required.
[0015] In addition, the above described schemes and
systems can not reliably prevent the introduction of an
incorrect fuel into the fuel tank of a vehicle; merely, they
provide a warning which may or may not be ignored
and/or missed by the user.

[0016] In light of the above, it is an object of the present
invention to provide a method and an apparatus for reli-
ably preventing the misfuelling of a vehicle.

Summary of the Invention

[0017] The present invention provides an apparatus
for transferring data between a fuel providing means and
a vehicle for the prevention of misfuelling. The apparatus
comprises an RFID tag which is adapted to emit a radio
signal, and is disposed on one of the vehicle and the fuel
providing means. The apparatus further includes a radio
receiving means disposed on the other of the vehicle and
the fuel providing means, and adapted to detect the radio
signal emitted by the RFID tag. Storage means for storing
a predetermined radio signal and determining means for
comparing the detected radio signal with the predeter-
mined radio signal and determining a correspondence
thereof are also provided. An alarm unit is further provid-
ed, wherein the alarm unit is adapted to generate a warn-
ing signal on the basis of the correspondence, wherein
the detected radio signal and the predetermined radio
signal are each representative of a type of fuel.
[0018] The above described embodiment allows for
the identification of a type of fuel to be inserted into a
vehicle from a fuel providing means, and therefore ena-
bles the user to make a judgement on whether, or not,
the correct fuel is being inserted into the vehicle, thereby
avoiding misfuelling the vehicle. The above embodiment
also has the advantage that the system is wireless and
does not interfere with other processes taking place at
an existing fuelling station or the like; for example, other
communication processes.
[0019] A further embodiment also includes the RFID
tag either integrally formed with the fuel providing means
and the vehicle, or attachable to the fuel providing means
and vehicle, and also includes the radio receiving means
either integrally formed with the fuel providing means and
vehicle, or attachable to the fuel providing means and
vehicle.
[0020] In a preferred configuration, the RFID tag is dis-
posed on one of a surface adjacent a fuel tank opening
of the vehicle and a fuel dispensing means of the fuel
providing means, and the radio receiving means is dis-
posed on the other of the surface adjacent the fuel tank
opening of the vehicle and the fuel dispensing means of
the fuel providing means.
[0021] This embodiment allows for the easy retrofitting
of the present invention to existing fuel providing means
and vehicles, thereby also allowing for the easy replace-
ment of components. It is an advantage that this embod-
iment does not require connection to the electrical system
of a vehicle. Alternatively, this embodiment allows for the
components to be provided as integral components of
the fuel providing means and/or vehicle thereby increas-
ing the structural rigidity and reliability of the system.
[0022] Yet another embodiment also provides the
alarm unit further adapted to generate a warning signal
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which is one of: a visual based signal; a sound based
signal; a visual and sound based signal; a vibration sig-
nal; a visual and vibration based signal; a sound and
vibration based signal; and a visual, sound, and vibration
based signal.
[0023] A further embodiment additionally provides the
alarm unit with closing means and the warning signal
further comprises a signal adapted to activate the closing
means. The closing means may be adapted to, at least
one of: close a fluid path between the fuel providing
means and the vehicle, wherein the closing means in-
cludes at least one of a closing means located in the fluid
path of the fuel providing means, and a closing means
located in the fluid path of the vehicle; and switch off a
pump of the fuel providing means.
[0024] This embodiment provides a physical block or
prevention on the transfer of fuel, thereby meaning that
the user simply cannot ignore the warning signals, as the
user cannot refuel the vehicle until the correct fuel is pro-
vided.
[0025] Another embodiment also includes a switch that
is provided in a holster of the fuel providing means where-
in the switch is provided in a power providing circuit that
provides power to at least one of the RFID tag and the
radio receiving means disposed on the fuel providing
means, such that the switch is adapted to control the
supply of power to one of the RFID tag and radio receiving
means. This enables the powering up of the selected fuel
providing means, such that only that particular fuel pro-
viding means may be used in the determination of wheth-
er, or not, the correct fuel is provided.
[0026] Yet another embodiment also provides the
RFID tag with a battery. This allows the RFID tag to trans-
mit a radio signal without any dependence on external
sources, i.e., the transmitting of the radio signal is not
dependent on an interaction. This allows a fuelling proc-
ess to be quicker as no delay is present waiting for com-
ponents to activate. Additionally, this allows the RFID tag
to be retrofit with its own power supply, rather than using
an existing power supply.
[0027] A further embodiment also provides the radio
receiving means with a passive power source, wherein
the passive power source is adapted to provide power
to the RFID tag via an interaction between the RFID tag
and the passive power source when the passive power
source is in range of, the RFID tag. The passive power
source provides power via an electromagnetic interac-
tion, and does not require a physical connection. Such
an arrangement conserves power as the RFID tag is only
powered on when required, i.e., during fuelling.
[0028] Another embodiment additionally comprises fail
safe means adapted to prevent the exchange of fuel be-
tween the fuel providing means and the vehicle if no radio
signal is detected by the radio receiving means. The fuel
providing means is adapted to switch from a deactivated
state to an activated state when the detected radio signal
and predetermined radio signal correspond. This ena-
bles only the correct fuel to enter the vehicle, and during

a power failure or malfunction, does not allow any fuel to
enter the vehicle.
[0029] Yet another embodiment also includes a man-
ual override button, wherein the manual override button,
when activated, is adapted to allow the transfer of fuel
from the fuel providing means to the vehicle regardless
of the correspondence.
[0030] A fuel station component of an apparatus ac-
cording to the above embodiments is also provided and
comprises a fuel dispensing means of the fuel providing
means, which includes either the RFID tag for use with
the radio receiving means or the radio receiving means
for use with the RFID tag, for the transferring of data
between the fuel dispensing means and a fuel tank open-
ing of the vehicle.
[0031] A vehicle component of an apparatus according
to the above embodiments is also provided and compris-
es a fuel tank opening of the vehicle, including either the
RFID tag for use with the radio receiving means or the
radio receiving means for use with the RFID tag, for the
transferring of data between a fuel dispensing means of
the fuel providing means and the fuel tank opening of the
vehicle.
[0032] A further embodiment provides a kit to be used
with the apparatus of one of the above embodiments,
wherein the kit includes a plurality of vehicle fuel filler
caps each including one or more RFID tags or one or
more radio receiving means, wherein the plurality of ve-
hicle fuel filler caps includes fuel filler caps of differing
sizes suitable for retrofitting one of said fuel filler caps to
an arbitrary vehicle.
[0033] Yet another embodiment of the present inven-
tion provides a method for the transfer of data between
a fuel providing means and a vehicle for the prevention
of misfuelling, comprising: a storing step for storing a
predetermined radio signal, the predetermined radio sig-
nal containing data representative of a type of fuel; a
transmitting step for transmitting a radio signal from at
least one of the fuel providing means and the vehicle
wherein the radio signal comprises data representative
of a type of fuel; a detecting step for detecting the radio
signal emitted by the at least one of the fuel providing
means or the vehicle; a determining step for determining
the correspondence between the detected radio signal
and a predetermined radio signal; and a warning step for
generating a warning signal on the basis of the determin-
ing step.
[0034] Furthermore, according to a further embodi-
ment, if the determining step determines that the detect-
ed radio signal corresponds to the predetermined radio
signal, fuelling is permitted, and, if the detected radio
signal is different from the predetermined radio signal,
the warning signal is generated.
[0035] Additionally, or alternatively, the method further
comprises a closing means operation step, wherein the
closing means operation step includes operating closing
means in response to the warning signal, the closing
means enabling at least one of the closing of the fluid
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path between the fuel providing means and the vehicle,
and the switching of a pump of the fuel providing means
to an off state. The closing means may include one or
both of a closing means located in the fluid path of the
fuel providing means, or a closing means located in the
fluid path of the vehicle.
[0036] The present invention therefore provides a safe
and reliable system that removes or reduces human de-
cision from a refuelling process, and ensures the correct
fuel is provided to the vehicle. Additionally, it is another
aspect of the present invention to provide a system that
may reduce the misalignment between a fuel providing
means and a vehicle, such that spilling of a fuel is re-
duced.

Brief description of the Drawings

[0037] A better understanding of the features and ad-
vantages of the present invention will be obtained by ref-
erence to the following detailed description that sets forth
illustrative embodiments by way of example only, in
which the principles of the invention are utilised, and the
accompanying drawings of which:

Figure 1 shows a typical arrangement of a fuelling
station and vehicle;

Figure 2 shows a close-up view of the arrangement
of an RFID tag and radio receiving means according
to an embodiment of the present invention;

Figure 3 shows a block diagram representation of
the arrangement according to Figure 2;

Figure 4 shows an exemplary configuration of an
alarm unit including various indicators;

Figure 5 shows an arrangement of a plurality of radio
receiving means in relation to a transmitting range
of an RFID tag;

Figure 6 shows an exemplary method for using the
RFID tag and radio receiving means;

Figure 7a shows two exemplary locations for closing
means;

Figure 7b shows a close-up view of an exemplary
type of closing means;

Figure 8 shows an exemplary location for a manual
override button; and

Figure 9 shows a further exemplary arrangement us-
ing a plurality of RFID tags and radio receiving
means.

Detailed Description of the Invention

[0038] Fig. 1 shows a typical arrangement of an exist-
ing fuelling station. Fig. 1 shows both a fuel providing
means 2 and a vehicle 4. A fuelling station typically com-
prises a number of fuel providing means 2 disposed on
a forecourt, such that a number of vehicles 4 may be
positioned on the forecourt and aligned for separate re-
fuelling procedures. The fuel providing means 2 may be
any sort of fuel providing means 2 and may provide any
type of fuel. For example, the fuel providing means 2 may
be a pump for pumping fluid fuel into a vehicle 4, or it
may be a generator for supplying electricity to a vehicle
4. Essentially, the type of fuel is not limited. Equally, the
vehicle 4 may be any type of vehicle operating on any
type of fuel and may include an automobile, a motorcycle,
or a heavy goods vehicle or the like. In addition, the ve-
hicle 4 is not limited to land based vehicles and may in-
clude aircraft or maritime vehicles.
[0039] In the typical fuelling station shown in Fig. 1, a
fuel providing means 2 may comprise a main body 6
which typically houses the components necessary for
providing fuel and are dependent upon the type of fuel
to be provided. The main body 6 is not limited to any
particular shape or construction. For a fluid based fuel
providing means 2, the main body 6 may be fluidly cou-
pled to a reservoir or the like containing the fluid based
fuel, and may include a pump that pumps the fluid based
fuel from the reservoir to the main body 6 of the fuel pro-
viding means 2.
[0040] The fuel providing means 2 is provided with one
or more fuel dispensing means 8 which are provided to
connect the main body 6 of the fuel providing means 2
to the vehicle 4 such that fuelling may take place. The
fuel dispensing means 8 may be coupled to the main
body 6 via a fuel supply line 10. In the example of a fluid
based fuel, the fuel dispensing means 8 is fluidly coupled
to the main body 6 of the fuel providing means 2 via the
fuel supply line 10. In this example, the fuel supply line
10 may be positioned externally to the main body 6. For
an electric based fuel providing means 2, the fuel supply
line 10 may be internal or external to the main body 6
and connect to the fuel dispensing means 8, wherein the
fuel dispensing means 8 may be arranged as a socket
(not shown) on the surface of the main body 6, for exam-
ple.
[0041] The fuel dispensing means 8 may include a han-
dle 12 and a nozzle 14. The handle 12 is designed such
that a user of the fuel providing means 2 may hold and
manoeuvre the fuel dispensing means 8. Herein, the term
user may refer to a user or driver of the vehicle 4 or to a
forecourt technician or the like, but generally refers to an
operator of the fuel dispensing means 8. The nozzle 14
of the fuel dispensing means 8 generally a tube or pipe
and is connected to the fuel supply line 10. In this regard,
the nozzle 14 may extend through the handle 12 and
connect directly to the fuel supply line 10, or the nozzle
14 may be connected to the handle 12 which in turn is
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connected to the fuel supply line 10. For a fluid based
system, the nozzle 14 is fluidly connected to the fuel sup-
ply line 10 such that fuel may flow from a reservoir to the
nozzle 14. Herein, the nozzle 14 is not limited to a tube
or the like, but may also encompass the pins of an electric
plug, for example, or an electric socket.
[0042] The nozzle 14 is typically inserted into the ve-
hicle 4 such that fuel may be supplied to the vehicle 4.
The fuel dispensing means 8 may also be provided with
a trigger 16, wherein the trigger 16 is operated by the
user to control the provision of fuel. For example, when
the trigger 16 is compressed, a signal may be sent to the
main body 6 of the fuel dispensing means 2 to initiate the
supply of fuel to the vehicle 4.
[0043] As shown in Fig. 1, the nozzle 14 is provided
with a fuel outlet 18 which is the point at which fuel leaves
the nozzle 14. In the case of a fluid based system, the
nozzle 14 may comprise the tube, typically of a metal
material, which further comprises an open end acting as
a fuel outlet 18.
[0044] Typically, the main body 6 of the fuel providing
means 2 may be provided with a storage section for stor-
ing the fuel dispensing means 8 when not in use. As
shown in Fig. 1 by the dashed line, a holster 20 is provided
for inserting the handle 12 and nozzle 14 of the fuel dis-
pensing means 8 into the main body 6.
[0045] A typical, fluid fuel based system may employ
a switch (not shown) located in the holster 20, such that
the movement of the fuel dispensing means 8, i.e., the
withdrawal or insertion from/into the holster 20, changes
the state of the switch. For example, when the fuel dis-
pensing means 8 is inserted into the holster 20, the switch
may be in a state to disengage the pump of the fuel pro-
viding means 2. Equally, when the fuel dispensing means
8 is removed from the holster 20, the switch may be in a
state to engage the pump of the fuel providing means 2.
In such an arrangement, the trigger 16 controls the re-
lease of the fluid fuel from the nozzle 14.
[0046] The vehicle 4 includes a fuel tank 22 for storing
the supplied fuel. The fuel tank 22 may be adapted to
store any kind of fuel provided by the fuel providing
means 2. For example, the fuel tank 22 may be a con-
tainer for storing fluid, or may be a capacitor or battery
for storing electrical charge. Additionally, the fuel tank 22
may be adapted to chemically store fuel, for example, as
in hydrogen cells or the like.
[0047] The fuel tank 22 may be provided with a fuel
line 24, wherein the fuel line 24 is provided with a fuel
tank opening 26. The fuel tank opening 26 is generally
provided on the surface of a body 28 of the vehicle 4.
The fuel tank 22 may then be coupled to the outside of
the vehicle 4, and thus an easily accessible location for
the user, via the fuel line 24 and the fuel tank opening
26. The fuel line 24 may by fluidly coupled to the fuel tank
22 and may comprise a hollow tube or the like. The fuel
line 24 may alternatively comprise electrical wires, in the
case of an electric based fuel providing means 2. In the
case where a socket is provided on the surface of the

main body 6 of the fuel providing means 2, the fuel line
24 may be extendible from the body 28 of the vehicle 4,
and may include an electrical plug as the fuel tank open-
ing 26.
[0048] The fuel tank opening 26 may be indented
slightly with regards to the surrounding portions of the
body 28 of the vehicle 4 so as to accommodate a fuel
filler cap 30. In this case, the outer surface of the fuel
filler cap 30, when closed, may be arranged to be sub-
stantially flush with the body 28 of the vehicle 4. The fuel
filler cap 30 may also comprise a stopper 32 which is
inserted in the fuel tank opening 26 so as to seal off the
fuel line 24 and fuel tank 22 thereby preventing dust and
the like from entering the fuel tank 22. The fuel filler cap
30 may be integrally formed with the stopper 32, or the
stopper 32 may be provided as a separate component.
[0049] Therefore, in a refuelling process, if the fuel filler
cap 30 and stopper 32 are integrally formed, the fuel filler
cap 30 and stopper 32 are removed from the vehicle 4
so as to expose the fuel tank opening 26. Equally, if the
fuel filler cap 30 and stopper 32 are separately formed,
the fuel filler cap 30 is first removed from the vehicle 4
and then the stopper 32 is removed from the vehicle 4
so as to expose the fuel tank opening 26. In both cases,
the fuel filler cap 30 may be provided with a hinge and
be hinged to the body 28 of the vehicle 4 or may be pro-
vided as a separate component from the body 28.
[0050] According to the above arrangement, a surface
34 surrounding the tank opening 26 may be provided. In
some configurations, a hollow space or gap is provided
when the fuel filler cap 30 is positioned to close the fuel
tank opening 26. Other arrangements allow for the fuel
filler cap 30 to be positioned flush against the surface 34.
[0051] Typically, the fuel tank 22 is connected to a mo-
tor or engine (not shown) such that the acquired fuel may
be provided to the motor or engine to thereby generate
power for the vehicle, and thus enable the vehicle to
move.
[0052] In a standard fuelling process according to the
system described above and highlighted in Fig. 1, the
vehicle 4 is positioned in close proximity to the fuel pro-
viding means 2, wherein the fuel filler cap 30 and stopper
32 are removed to thereby expose the fuel tank opening
26. The user (either user of the vehicle or forecourt tech-
nician) selects an appropriate fuel dispensing means 8
from one of a plurality of fuel dispensing means 8 and
moves the selected fuel dispensing means 8 towards the
vehicle. When the fuel dispensing means 8 is removed
from a holster 20, a pump or the like may engage via
activation of the switch.
[0053] The nozzle 14 of the fuel dispensing means 8
may then be inserted into the fuel tank opening 26 and
extend part way down the fuel line 24. At this point, the
vehicle 4 and the fuel providing means 2 are temporarily
connected via a pathway including the nozzle 14, the fuel
supply line 10, the fuel line 24, and the fuel tank 22. The
user may then compress the trigger 16 to initiate the sup-
ply of fuel from the fuel providing means 2 to the fuel tank
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22 of the vehicle 4.
[0054] Once fuelling is complete, the trigger 16 is re-
leased, the nozzle 14 withdrawn from the fuel line 24 and
fuel tank opening 26, and the fuel dispensing means 8
returned to the holster 20 of the fuel providing means 2.
The pump may disengage once the fuel dispensing
means 8 is returned to the holster 20. The user may then
replace the fuel filler cap 30 and stopper 32.
[0055] As is the case with traditional fuel providing
means 2, a display or the like may be provided so as to
indicate the level of fuel currently supplied to, or being
supplied to, the vehicle 4. Other indicia for distinguishing
the fuel providing means 2, such as numbers or letters,
may also be provided.
[0056] The present invention provides a system for in-
dentifying the correct fuel dispensing means 8 for a cer-
tain vehicle 4 selected from a plurality of fuel dispensing
means 8 located at any fuel providing means 2. Several
arrangements are described herein for further under-
standing of the present invention. The arrangements de-
scribed should not be construed as limiting the present
invention.
[0057] Figs. 2 and 3 show one possible arrangement
of the present invention. Fig. 2 shows a close-up version
of a section of the vehicle 4 and fuel dispensing means
8 of a fuel providing means 2. Fig. 3 shows a functional
block diagram representation of the arrangement of Fig.
2. Like components from the discussion above use the
same numerals, and a description thereof is not repeated
and thus omitted.
[0058] In the arrangement depicted in Figs. 2 and 3,
the vehicle 4 is provided with a Radio Frequency ID tag
40, herein RFID tag 40. The RFID tag 40 is a wireless
based system and includes a transmitter that is adapted
to transmit data from the RFID tag 40, as a radio signal.
Existing RFID tags 40 can operate from around 120 kHz
up to 10 GHz depending upon their intended use and
design specification. The RFID tag 40 may include a
memory for storing data including data representative of
the radio signal.
[0059] The radio signal is preferably representative of
the type of fuel that the vehicle 4 requires. For example,
a radio signal of 300 kHz may correspond to a petrol
powered automobile, while a radio signal of 500 kHz may
correspond to a diesel powered automobile. The data is
conveyed in the form of a frequency in this exemplary
situation. Alternatively, the data may be conveyed as a
modulation of a radio signal.
[0060] The RFID tag 40 is selected based on the re-
quirements of the vehicle 4, or the RFID tag 40 is pro-
grammable. That is, an RFID tag 40 that emits a fixed
radio signal is selected from a plurality of RFID tags 40
that emit different signals and integrally formed or affixed
to the vehicle 4 corresponding to a certain fuel type. Al-
ternatively, a general RFID tag 40 is integrally formed or
affixed to the vehicle 4 and programmed to emit a certain
frequency radio signal corresponding to a certain fuel
type from a range of radio frequencies. With a program-

mable RFID tag 40, the RFID tag 40 may be repro-
grammed at a later time; for example, when a vehicle 4
is upgraded to operate with a different fuel, such as a
biofuel.
[0061] The location of the RFID tag 40 is not limited to
the location shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, the RFID tag 40 may
be placed on the surface 34 surrounding the fuel tank
opening 26, as shown in Fig. 2, but it may also be located
on the body 28 of the vehicle 4 or located in the fuel line
24 of the vehicle, either on the outer or inner surfaces
thereof or integrally formed therewith. That is, the RFID
tag 40 does not necessarily need to be located on an
outer surface of the vehicle 4, but may be located inter-
nally to the vehicle 4.
[0062] In a corresponding manner, the fuel providing
means 2 in Fig. 2 is provided with a radio receiving means
42, which is adapted to detect the emitted radio signal
from the RFID tag 40. As with the RFID tag 40, the loca-
tion of the radio receiving means 42 is not limited to the
location shown in Fig. 2. The radio receiving means 42
may be located at any position on the fuel dispensing
means 8, such as the handle 12 or nozzle 14. Fig. 2
shows the radio receiving means 42 disposed on the han-
dle 12 of the fuel dispensing means 8. Additionally, the
radio receiving means 42 may be located on the main
body 6 of the fuel providing means 2 or on the fuel supply
line 10. Further, the radio receiving means 42 may be
located internally to any of the abovementioned compo-
nents (i.e., nozzle 14, handle 12, fuel supply line 10, or
main body 6). The radio receiving means 42 may detect
the radio signal emitted by the RFID tag 40 at any given
orientation of the radio receiving means 42 or polarisation
of the radio signal, provided that the RFID tag 40 is within
range of the radio receiving means.
[0063] The RFID tag 40 and the radio receiving means
42 may be supplied as separate components that can be
retrofitted to an existing system. For example, the RFID
tag 40 and radio receiving means 42 may be provided
with fixing means, such as adhesive, for example, which
enable the RFID tag 40 and radio receiving means 42 to
be affixed to the vehicle 4 and fuel providing means 2
respectively. This may also allow for the removal of the
RFID tag 40 and radio receiving means 42 from the ve-
hicle 4 and fuel providing means 2 respectively, should
any one of the components need replacing due to error
or malfunction. Providing such a simple retrofit system
allows an unskilled user to fit the system with relative
ease and precision.
[0064] Alternatively, the RFID tag 40 and the radio re-
ceiving means 42 may be integrally formed with the cor-
responding components. That is, the RFID tag 40 may
be integrally formed with the vehicle 4 while the radio
receiving means 42 may be integrally formed with the
fuel providing means 2. Equally, any combination of in-
tegrally formed and separately provided components is
considered. For example, the RFID tag 40 may be inte-
grally formed with the vehicle 4 and the radio receiving
means 42 may be separately provided and affixed to the
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fuel providing means 2. Alternatively, the RFID tag 40
may be provided as a separate component and affixed
to the vehicle 4 and the radio receiving means 42 may
be integrally formed with the fuel providing means 2.
[0065] As shown in Fig. 3, a storage means 41 is also
provided. The storage means 41 is adapted to store a
predetermined radio signal which, as defined later, is
used to determine if the correct fuel is to be inserted into
the vehicle 4. The storage means 41 may be provided
as a separate component and affixed to or formed inte-
grally with the fuel providing means 2. In a preferred ar-
rangement, the storage means 41 is provided integrally
with the radio receiving means 42 or with an alarm unit
44 (defined later). The exact location of the storage
means 41 is not limited and the storage means 41 may
be provided with any form of communication means to
communicate with the radio receiving means 42 and a
determining means 43. Indeed, the storage means 41
may be provided in a remote location, and simply com-
municate the predetermined radio signal to the determin-
ing means 43. The storage means 41 may include any
type of data storage means such as computer readable
memory or the like.
[0066] The determining means 43, as shown in Fig. 3,
receives the predetermined radio signal from the storage
means 41. In addition, the determining means 43 re-
ceives the detected radio signal from the radio receiving
means 42, i.e., the radio signal emitted from the RFID
tag 40. The determining means 43 compares the radio
signal and the predetermined radio signal and deter-
mines a correspondence. That is, the determining means
43 determines the degree of similarity between the radio
signal and the predetermined radio signal.
[0067] As with the storage means 41, the location of
the determining means 43 is not limited. The determining
means 43 may be provided as a separate component
and affixed to, or integrally formed with, the fuel providing
means 2. As with the storage means 41, the determining
means 43 is provided with any form of suitable commu-
nication means so as to communicate with the radio re-
ceiving means 42 and storage means 41. In a preferred
arrangement the determining means 43 is provided inte-
grally with the radio recovering means 42 or the alarm
unit 44. In addition, the storage means 41 and determin-
ing means 43 may be integrally formed as one compo-
nent and communicate with the radio receiving means
42 and alarm unit 44. Additionally, either one of the com-
ponents may be integrally formed with the radio receiving
means 42 and the alarm unit 44. One arrangement may
include the radio receiving means 42 integrally formed
with the storage unit 41, and the alarm unit 44 integrally
formed with the determining means 43. An advantageous
arrangement is that then radio receiving means 42, stor-
age means 41, and determining means 43 are all inte-
grally formed as one component.
[0068] The alarm unit 44 may be provided as a sepa-
rate component or integrally formed with one of the ve-
hicle 4 and fuel providing means 2. Additionally, the alarm

unit 44 may be integrally formed with the RFID tag 40 or
radio receiving means 42. Furthermore, the alarm unit
44 may be located at a remote location, other than where
the fuelling is taking place, and communicate with the
RFID tag 40, radio receiving means 42, storage means
41, and/or determining means 43.
[0069] The alarm unit 44 is provided with warning
means to provide a warning signal on the basis of the
determination of correspondence from the determining
means 43.
[0070] The warning means may include one or more
visual indicators 46 or one or more sound indicators 48.
Fig. 4 shows an exemplary arrangement of the alarm unit
44 containing both visual 46 and sound indicators 48.
For example, the visual indicator 46 may include an LED
or equivalent light emitting component that is illuminated
to provide a warning. The sound indicator 48 may include
a buzzer or amplifier or the like, which produces a sound
based warning signal on the basis of the determination
of correspondence.
[0071] Further, the alarm unit 44 may include a vibra-
tion indicator which is adapted to produce a vibration on
the basis of the determination of correspondence. For
example, the alarm unit 44 may be fitted to, or integrally
formed with, the fuel dispensing means 8, and more pref-
erably, with the handle 12 of the fuel dispensing means
8. A motor or the like may also be provided in the handle
12 of the fuel dispensing means 8, such that the motor
operates when instructed by the alarm unit 44, thereby
causing a vibration to pass through to the user as the
warning signal. In utilising a vibration indicator, a user is
less likely to misread, or simply not notice, a vibration
based warning.
[0072] The alarm unit 44 may employ one or more of
the abovementioned warning indicators. That is, the
alarm unit 44 may include all or any combination of: one
or more visual indicators 46, one or more sound indica-
tors 48, or one or more vibration indicators. Therefore,
the warning signal may comprise any one of: a visual
based signal; a sound based signal; a visual and sound
based signal; a vibration based signal; a visual and vi-
bration based signal; a sound and vibration based signal;
or a sound, visual, and vibration based signal. Further-
more, the indicators are not limited to being formed inte-
grally with the alarm unit 44 as shown in Fig. 4, and may,
in fact, be positioned remotely from the alarm unit 44. In
this case, the indicators may communicate wirelessly
with the alarm unit 44 to activate. Moreover, the indicators
do not have to be positioned on one or the other of the
vehicle 4 or the fuel providing means 2, but may be lo-
cated on a combination of the vehicle 4 and fuel providing
means 2.
[0073] The alarm unit 44 is provided with suitable
means to communicate with the determining means 43,
which may be any appropriate communication means.
For example, this could include physically connecting the
alarm unit 44 to the determining means 43 via electric
wires or the communication link could be wireless. This
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communication link may be a one or two-way link, such
that the alarm unit 44 may communicate with the deter-
mining means 43.
[0074] The RFID tag 40 or the radio receiving means
42 may be provided with a power source or the like. In
standard terminology of the field, an RFID tag 40 supplied
with a power source is deemed to be "active". For exam-
ple, the RFID tag 40 may be supplied with a battery or
may be connected to the power source of the vehicle 4.
Additionally, the radio receiving means 42 may also be
provided with a battery or may be connected to the power
source of the fuel providing means 2. Finally, the alarm
unit 44 (and warning means) may also be provided with
a battery or may be connected to the power source of
the vehicle 4 and/or the fuel providing means 2. Addition-
ally, the storage means 41 and determining means 43
may also be provided with a power source, if deemed
appropriate, or could be linked to a power source of a
different component. The power of the abovementioned
components may be provided via a power providing cir-
cuit which is either an individual circuit for each compo-
nent or a linked circuit that links multiple components.
The power providing circuit may include a power source
which may be any one of a battery, a main power supply,
or means for receiving passive power.
[0075] Additionally, or alternatively, the radio receiving
means 42 may be supplied with a passive power supply
in the power providing circuit which is adapted to pas-
sively provide power to the RFID tag 40 via an electro-
magnetic interaction. In such an arrangement, the RFID
tag 40 does not require a battery (RFID tag 40 is deemed
to be in a "passive" state) and does not transmit the radio
signal until the RFID tag 40 is exposed to the electro-
magnetic interaction from the passive power supply. In
a preferred arrangement, the radio receiving means 42,
provided with a power supply from the fuel providing
means 2, activates the RFID tag 40 when the RFID tag
40 is in a certain range of the radio receiving means 42.
In other words, the RFID tag 40 is inactive until the radio
receiving means 42, preferably disposed on the fuel dis-
pensing means 8, is moved within a certain range of the
RFID tag 40 such that power can be transferred from the
passive power supply.
[0076] In general, the RFID tag 40 has a certain trans-
mitting range R at which a radio signal propagating from
the RFID tag 40 is detectable to, i.e., detectable by the
radio receiving means 42. In a preferred arrangement,
the transmitting range R of the RFID tag 40 is set to be
low, less than a metre or so. In another arrangement, the
transmitting range may be 80 cm or less, or more pref-
erably, 50 cm or less. This enables the RFID tag 40 of a
vehicle to not interfere with the adjacent fuel dispensing
means 8, either of the same fuel providing means 2 or
an adjacent fuel providing means 2. That is, preferably,
the radio receiving means 42 of the fuel providing means
2 is not in the transmitting range R of the RFID tag 40 at
rest and must be moved towards the RFID tag 40 before
any detection of a signal can be undertaken.

[0077] Additionally, a different range, a passive power
range, may be present regarding the passive power sys-
tem. The passive power range is the range over which
power may be supplied to the RFID tag 40 and may be
larger, smaller, and/or equal to the transmitting range R.
This enables a configuration whereby the radio signal is
not transmitted until the RFID tag 40 is within the passive
power range, as the RFID tag 40 is not provided with
power until such a time. This configuration means that
power is conserved and reduces the chance of interfer-
ence from neighbouring vehicles 4.
[0078] Fig. 5 depicts a situation involving a transmitting
range R, wherein an RFID tag 40 is shown with the trans-
mitting range R. Two radio receiving means 42a, 42b are
provided, wherein radio receiving means 42b is within
transmitting range R and thus detects the radio signal
from the RFID tag 40. Radio receiving means 42a is not
within the transmitting range R and thus does not receive
the radio signal - the radio signal is not detected by the
radio receiving means 42a. Thus, radio receiving means
42a does not interfere with the fuelling process using
radio receiving means 42b, which may be attached to
the movable fuel dispensing means 8.
[0079] In an alternative arrangement, the range of the
RFID tag 40 may be set to 20 cm or less, or more pref-
erably 2 cm or less, wherein the radio receiving means
42 is disposed on the handle 12 or nozzle 14 of the fuel
dispensing means 8. In this configuration, the nozzle 14
of the fuel dispensing means 8 must be fully, or very
nearly, inserted into the fuel tank opening 26 and fuel line
24 before the radio signal is detected. Not only does this
configuration prevent the incorrect type of fuel from being
inserted into the vehicle 4, but such a configuration may
also prevent misalignment of the nozzle 14 with the fuel
tank opening 26. Therefore, a situation is realised where-
by fuel may not be spilt onto the fuelling station forecourt
or the like; the fuelling process may only commence when
the fuel dispensing means 8 is correctly inserted into the
fuel tank opening 26.
[0080] Fig. 6 describes a typical operational method
for the arrangement described above. Fig. 6 also includes
a plurality of optional features which may or may not take
place in addition to the required steps, as discussed be-
low. The method starts at step S1, wherein the vehicle 4
is already positioned in a correct fuelling position, i.e., in
alignment with the fuel providing means 2, and the fuel
filler cap 30 and stopper 32 have been removed from the
fuel tank opening 26.
[0081] A user then selects a fuel dispensing means 8,
at step S2, from the fuel providing means 2. This may
include selecting only one type of fuel dispensing means
8, if only one is provided. Alternatively, this may include
selecting one fuel dispensing means 8 from a plurality of
fuel dispensing means 8, whereby typically each fuel dis-
pensing means 8 supplies a different type of fuel. For
example, a user may be faced with a choice of a plurality
of fuel dispensing means 8 including a diesel, a petrol,
and a biofuel dispensing means.
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[0082] Once selected, the user may then remove the
fuel dispensing means 8 from the holster 20, step S3,
and move the fuel dispensing means 8 towards the ve-
hicle 4, and more particularly, toward the fuel tank open-
ing 26, step S4. At step S3, the removal of the fuel dis-
pensing means 8 may activate certain elements of the
fuel providing means 2. For example, and as is tradition-
ally implemented, the removal of the fuel dispensing
means 8 may activate a pump for pumping fluid fuel to
the fuel dispensing means 8. Alternatively, the removal
of the fuel dispensing means 8 may activate an alarm
alerting the forecourt technician or a controller of the de-
sire to operate the pump. The forecourt technician or con-
troller may then manually activate the pump. In this
sense, the controller may be a person or a computer im-
plemented routine that controls the pumps for a plurality
of the fuel providing means 2.
[0083] In addition, or alternatively, the removal of the
fuel dispensing means 8 may activate the radio receiving
means 42, via engaging or disengaging the switch pro-
vided in the holster 20 of the fuel providing means 2 (the
switch being a part of the power providing circuit) thereby
supplying the radio receiving means 42 with power, either
from a battery or from a main power source, i.e., of the
fuel providing means 2. At this point, of course, the radio
receiving means 42 is in an activated state and is there-
fore able to detect the radio signal transmitted from the
RFID tag 40.
[0084] A possible arrangement may be that the trans-
mitting range R of the RFID tag 40 is large enough to
cover the plurality of fuel dispensing means 8. In an in-
active state, the radio receiving means 42 does not detect
the radio signal, and a warning signal is not produced by
the alarm unit 44. However, when the radio receiving
means 42 is activated, potentially via an engagement or
disengagement of the switch when removing the chosen
fuel dispensing means 8, the radio signal is detected and
a warning signal may or may not be produced. In this
case, the fuel dispensing means 8 may not need to be
moved very far from the holster 20, and thus may save
the user considerable time when choosing the correct
fuel dispensing means 8 for refuelling the vehicle 4. Al-
ternatively, the transmitting range R may be small and
thus the fuel dispensing means 8 requires some move-
ment toward the RFID tag 40 before the radio signal can
be detected.
[0085] Further, the passive power supply may also be
activated when removing the fuel dispensing means 8,
step S11. If the passive power range is set to be similar
or the same as the transmitting range R of the RFID tag
40, then when the RFID tag 40 is powered up, the radio
signal is emitted, and the radio receiving means 42 may
detect such. That is, the passive power supply activates,
which in turn activates the RFID tag 40 by supplying pow-
er via an electromagnetic interaction, which transmits the
radio signal to the radio receiving means 42 (which is in
range) and may, or may not, generate a warning signal
via the alarm unit 44. Alternatively, the passive power

range may be smaller than the transmitting range R.
Here, the passive power supply must be moved close to
the RFID tag 40 in order to activate the RFID tag 40. The
advantages of the small transmitting range R discussed
above, i.e., 20cm or less, or 2 cm or less, are also realised
in this configuration. That is, the transmitting range R
may be larger than the passive power range but small
enough not to interfere with the other fuel dispensing
means 8 of the fuel providing means 2. Alternatively, the
passive power range may be larger than the transmitting
range R. In this case, the RFID tag 40 is powered up but
the radio receiving means 42 must be brought closer to
the RFID tag 40 in order to detect the radio signal. This
avoids any shortcomings in the power-up time of the
RFID tag 40, i.e., the delay between powering up and
emitting the radio signal.
[0086] When the RFID tag 40 is activated, either pas-
sively or actively (via a battery/vehicle power supply), it
emits the radio signal - which is indicative of the required
fuel type for the vehicle 4. When the radio receiving
means 42 is within the transmitting range R of the RFID
tag 40, the radio signal is detected, step S5. In this case,
the radio receiving means 42 must be located within the
transmitting range R of the RFID tag 40 in order to detect
the radio signal.
[0087] Step S6 involves the comparison of the radio
signal with a predetermined radio signal which is carried
out by determining means 43, wherein the predetermined
radio signal is assigned to the fuel dispensing means 8
and is indicative of the type of fuel that fuel dispensing
means 8 dispenses. That is, the predetermined radio sig-
nal is set to a specific frequency or type of signal that
corresponds to the fuel dispensed. The determination of
correspondence is made regarding how similar the radio
signal and the predetermined radio signal are, i.e., do
they match, step S7, by the determining means 43
[0088] The determination of correspondence may sim-
ply be a YES (the signals match) or a NO (the signals do
not match) condition. Alternatively, or additionally, the
determining means 43 may comprise logic means in or-
der to compare the signals and account for errors. In this
regard, the predetermined radio signal may include a plu-
rality of signals or include a frequency band of acceptable
radio signal frequencies or the like. In this case, the logic
means is provided to establish whether or not the fuel
dispensing means 8 dispenses the correct fuel by ana-
lysing and comparing the radio signal to the predeter-
mined signal. This could include estimating an error (e.g.,
the frequency of the radio signal is within 10% of the
frequency of the predetermined radio signal) or checking
that the radio signal, or frequency thereof, lies in an ac-
ceptable frequency band. This may be particularly useful
in a retrofit system or the like.
[0089] In the case of the radio receiving means 42 in-
cluding the storage means 41 and determining means
43, the radio receiving means 42 compares the detected
radio signal and determines the level of correspondence,
which is then transmitted to the alarm unit 44. Conversely,
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if the alarm unit 44 possesses the storage means 41 and
determining means 43, then the radio receiving means
42 simply transmits the radio signal to the alarm unit 44.
If the alarm unit 44 is positioned remotely to the radio
receiving means 42, then the radio receiving means 42
may be designed with a transmitter and/or an encoder
or modulator. In this regard, the radio receiving means
42 may transmit the radio signal or determination of cor-
respondence over a greater distance than the RFID tag
40, i.e., larger than the transmitting range R.
[0090] If the determination of correspondence is deter-
mined to be YES, then fuelling is allowed to proceed,
step S10. Two possible options may be realised. Firstly,
no action may be taken and the fuel dispensing means
8 is determined as being valid, step S8. That is, the fuel
dispensing means 8 is determined to provide the correct
type of fuel to the vehicle, and thus the provision of the
fuel from the fuel dispensing means 8 is allowed to pro-
ceed according to the standard fuelling procedure. In this
configuration, no warning is generated and thus the user
simply operates the fuel dispensing means 8 as appro-
priate; for example, by compressing the trigger 16. Fuel
is therefore able to pass from the nozzle 14 of the fuel
dispensing means 8 to the fuel tank 22 of the vehicle 4
via the fuel line 24. In this arrangement, the pump may
or may not be activated prior to the compression of the
trigger 16. In other words, the trigger 16 controls the flow
of fuel to the vehicle 14, and may also include operation
(i.e., activation) of the pump.
[0091] Optionally, a positive warning signal may be
generated which activates a positive indicator in order to
identify that the fuel type is correct, i.e., the correct fuel
type for that vehicle. For example, the positive warning
signal may include the activation of a green LED signal-
ling that the fuel to be inserted is correct. Additionally,
the positive warning signal may include any of the warn-
ing signals discussed above, produced via correspond-
ing warning means or indicators.
[0092] Alternatively, the fuel providing means 2 or the
vehicle 4 may be optionally provided with closing means
50. The closing means 50 may comprise a physical com-
ponent to block a fluid flow path, or may be a component
adapted to switch off the pump of the fuel providing
means 2. The closing means 50 may be positioned in a
location along the flow path of the fuel. Fig. 7a illustrates
two possible locations of the closing means 50. The clos-
ing means 50 may be located in the nozzle 14 of the fuel
dispensing means 8 or in the fuel line 24 of the vehicle
4. The specific location is not limited, although preferably,
the closing means 50 is positioned nearer the source of
the fuel so as to prevent excessive travel of the fuel. In-
deed, positioning the closing means 50 in the fuel line 24
may lead to some unwanted fuel entering the fuel system
of vehicle 4.
[0093] The closing means 50 may include a valve or
the like. Fig. 7b illustrates a butterfly valve or similar; how-
ever, the closing means 50 is not limited to a valve. For
example, the closing means 50 may include a motor that

is adapted to connect to and drive the fuel filler cap 30
and/or stopper 32. That is, the fuel filler cap 30 may be
hinged to the vehicle 4 and closed and/or opened via
operation of the motor thereby preventing or allowing the
insertion of the nozzle 14 of the fuel dispensing means 8.
[0094] In this regard, a further arrangement is also con-
templated whereby the fuel filler cap 30, including the
closing means 50 comprising the motor, is configured to
open when the correct fuel is detected. For example, the
fuel filler cap 30 may be provided with radio receiving
means 42 and the fuel providing means 2 may be pro-
vided with one or more RFID tags 40. When the vehicle
4, including the RFID tag 40, arrives at the fuel providing
means 2, the correct radio signal may be detected from
the fuel providing means 2 and thus opens the fuel filler
cap 30. That is, the fuel filler cap 30 opens when the
correct fuel dispensing means 8 is detected. This may
provide a visual indication to the user that the vehicle is
positioned at a fuel providing means 2 including the cor-
rect fuel dispensing means 8. Secondary radio signal de-
tecting means may also be provided which may include
the detection of a second radio signal from, for example,
a second RFID tag 40, or may be based upon the strength
of the received signal. That is, if a plurality of fuel dis-
pensing means 8 are provided at a fuel providing means
2, when the vehicle 4 is within range of the correct fuel
dispensing means 8, the fuel filler cap 30 is adapted to
open. Then when the correct fuel dispensing means 8 is
moved within a second range (corresponding to signal
strength or a second RFID tag 40) then the pump or clos-
ing means 50 located in the fuel dispensing means 8 may
activate or open.
[0095] The closing means 50 may be communicatively
coupled to the alarm unit 44 or the determining means
43. The closing means 50 may also be physically con-
nected to the alarm unit 44 or determining means 43,
either via a wired connection or as an integrally formed
part thereof. The closing means 50 may be activated in
one of two ways. Following Fig. 6, the closing means 50
are provided in a closed state and open in response to
a YES determination, step S9. Once opened, the fuelling
proceeds via activation of the trigger 16. In some config-
urations, the signal sent to the closing means 50 based
on a YES determination may be thought of as the positive
warning signal described above, and may also include
instructions for operating the positive indicator.
[0096] When a NO determination is made, i.e., the ra-
dio signal and predetermined radio signal do not match,
a warning signal is generated, step S12. The warning
signal is typically generated by the alarm unit 44 in re-
sponse to the NO determination. As discussed above,
the output of the alarm unit 44, and thus the warning
signal, may include any number of indicative responses,
including a visual signal, a sound based signal and/or a
vibration based signal.
[0097] Essentially, the alarm unit 44 activates the re-
quired indicators by generating instructions for these in-
dicators to operate based on the determination of corre-
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spondence by the determining means 43. The activation
of the indicators then comprises the warning signal. The
indicators may not all be required, and different condi-
tions may require different indicators. For example, the
warning signal may only comprise activation of a visual
indicator 46 when petrol of different octane ratings are
inserted into a petrol powered vehicle 4, and the warning
signal may comprise a sound generated by the noise
indicator 48 when diesel is selected to be inserted into a
petrol powered vehicle 4.
[0098] A user is therefore alerted to the fact that the
selected fuel dispensing means 8 is not the correct fuel
for the vehicle, and thus takes the appropriate action by
returning the nozzle 14 to the holster 20, step S14. The
process then returns to step S2 and repeated until the
correct fuel dispensing means 8 is selected. When re-
turned to the holster 20, the radio receiving means 42
and/or RFID tag 40 may be deactivated, via activation of
the switch located in the holster 20.
[0099] Additionally, or alternatively, the closing means
50 may be operated to close in response to the warning
signal, step S13. That is, the alarm unit 44 may output a
warning signal which includes the closing of the closing
means 50. In this state, the closing means 50 are initially
open and then closed, in contrast to the closing means
50 discussed in relation to step S9. The closing means
50 may also include means adapted to turn off/on the
pump of the fuel providing means 2. That is, a separate
means to turn off/on the pump other than the switch pro-
vided in the holster 20. A combination of the physical
closing means 50 and instructions to turn off/on the pump
may also be provided.
[0100] Additionally, or alternatively, the fuel dispensing
means 8 or the vehicle 4 may be provided with a manual
override button 52 or the like. In Fig. 7, a manual override
button 52 is shown on the handle 12 of the fuel dispensing
means 8, although the location of the manual override
button 52 is not limited thereto. The manual override but-
ton 52 is provided such that the user may select to insert
the fuel from the fuel dispensing means 8 even when the
radio signal and the predetermined radio signal do not
match. This may be as a result of a system failure or
malfunction, or simply that the user wishes, for example,
to insert biofuel instead of the standard fuel type. When
pressed, step S15, the manual override button 52 allows
fuelling to commence in response to the action of the
trigger 16. Alternatively, the trigger 16 may be used as
the manual override button 52, such that even when the
warning signal is present, the trigger 16 controls the flow
of fuel.
[0101] The above arrangements are described accord-
ing to the arrangement of an RFID tag 40 placed on (or
integrally formed with) a vehicle 4 and the radio receiving
means 42 placed on or integrally formed with the fuel
providing means 2. However, a further arrangement may
be realised wherein the RFID tag 40 is disposed on (either
integrally formed with or affixed to) the fuel providing
means 2, and the radio receiving means 42 disposed on

(either integrally formed with or affixed to) the vehicle 4.
As above, the alarm unit 44 may be disposed (either in-
tegrally formed with or affixed to) on either of the vehicle
4 or the fuel providing means 2. Additionally, the storage
means 41 and determining means 43 may be integrally
formed with or affixed to the vehicle 4 or fuel providing
means 2, and are provided with communicating means
to communicate with the alarm unit 44 and radio receiving
means 42, in addition to each other.
[0102] In such an arrangement, the operating princi-
ples of the above described arrangement are similar, if
not identical. In this case, the RFID tag 40 of the fuel
providing means 2 is powered up, potentially via activa-
tion of the switch, (either via a battery or main power, for
example), and transmits a radio signal. The radio signal
is detected by the radio receiving means 42 located on
the vehicle 4, wherein the radio receiving means 42 may
be powered via a battery or a main power supply. Again,
a determination is made and the alarm unit 44 generates
the warning signal accordingly. In this case, the RFID tag
40 may be provided with a passive power supply, such
that the radio receiving means 42 powers up when in
range of the passive power supply. Alternatively, the ra-
dio receiving means 42 may comprise the passive power
supply and power up the RFID tag 40 on the fuel dis-
pensing means 8 - this requires that the radio receiving
means 42 located on the vehicle 4 is provided with a
battery or linked to the power system of the vehicle 4.
[0103] As discussed above, the arrangements may be
installed as integrally formed components or as retrofit
components. One aspect of the present invention is to
provide a simple and easy-to-fit retrofit system such that
an unskilled user may apply the system, particularly to a
vehicle, themselves.
[0104] A preferred arrangement of the invention pro-
vides a disk or sleeve such that the disk or sleeve may
be engaged with the nozzle 14 of the fuel dispensing
means 8 in a sliding manner. That is, the inner surface
of the disk or sleeve is a similar or slightly larger diameter
to the diameter of the nozzle 14. In this case, the disk or
sleeve may be effectively rigid and slide over the nozzle
14 and then be affixed to the nozzle 14 via fixing means,
such as adhesive or a pin, or the like. Alternatively, the
disk or sleeve may not be rigid, and be formed of a rubber
or plastic compound. In this configuration, the diameter
of the disk or sleeve is formed to be slightly smaller than
the diameter of the nozzle 14 such that the disk or nozzle
is held in place by the rubber or plastic compound’s nat-
ural elasticity.
[0105] The disk or sleeve may then be integrally
formed with the RFID tag 40 or the radio receiving means
42, and may also include the alarm unit 44. Equally, the
vehicle 4 is provided with the other one of the RFID tag
40 or radio receiving means 42, and may also include
the alarm unit 44. As discussed above, the RFID tag 40
and radio receiving means 42 may be provided with any
of the aforementioned power supplies. Preferably, the
RFID tag 40 and/or alarm unit 44 are formed as part of
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the disk or sleeve, while the radio receiving means 42 is
located on the vehicle 4. In this arrangement, the radio
receiving means 42 is supplied with a passive power
source capable of powering the RFID tag 40 as discussed
above. Additionally, the passive power source may also
power the alarm unit 44, and the warning means. Pref-
erably, the radio receiving means 42 is linked to the power
system of the vehicle 4, but it is understood that the radio
receiving means 42 may also be provided with its own,
separate battery.
[0106] A further preferred arrangement may also in-
clude the closing means 50 disposed on an end portion
of the disk or sleeve. For example, the closing means 50
may include a flap disposed over the open end of the
disk or sleeve such that the flap is able to close the fuel
opening 18 of the nozzle 14. In this arrangement, the flap
may initially be open and close in response to a NO con-
dition, or the flap may initially be closed and open in re-
sponse to a YES condition.
[0107] However, all of the above described systems
may also be adapted to interact with vehicles 4 that do
not comprise the opposing component. That is, for ex-
ample, a vehicle without an RFID tag 40 must be able to
acquire fuel from the fuel providing means 2.
[0108] In this scenario, a determination cannot be
made, as no radio signal is received at the radio receiving
means 42. Note that the same situation occurs should
the RFID tag 40 malfunction or is no longer supplied with
power. Therefore, the fuel providing means 2 must be in
an active state throughout the operation of said fuel pro-
viding means 2. In other words, step S9 may not be pro-
vided. Hence, the closing means 50 are opened and fuel-
ling is allowed to take place regardless of the determina-
tion of correspondence. In addition, a positive indicator
may be provided and indicate that the correct fuel is to
be inserted, as discussed above. If no radio signal is de-
tected, then the positive indicator does not activate (a
YES determination is not made), and thus the user is
alerted to the fact that a component may have malfunc-
tioned or is in need of replacing. In both cases, the manual
override 52 may be provided and may activate either the
pump and/or the flow of the fuel when pressed.
[0109] The above described arrangements may also
be provided with a fail safe mechanism. The fail safe
mechanism may include that of the closing means 50 as
discussed above, such that the closing means 50 remain
closed should no radio signal be detected. Therefore,
when the radio signal is not detected, due to power failure
or malfunction of the RFID tag 40 or the radio receiving
means 42, fuelling cannot take place. Of course, this may
be overridden by the, optional, manual override button
52. ’
[0110] Alternatively, or additionally, the arrangements
may employ a plurality of RFID tags 40 and/or radio re-
ceiving means 42. Fig. 9 shows an exemplary arrange-
ment using two RFID tags 40, 60 and two radio receiving
means 42, 62. In the example shown, one of the radio
receiving means 42 is positioned on the fuel providing

means 2, while the other radio receiving means 62 is
provided on the vehicle 4. Further, one of the RFID tags
60 is positioned on the fuel providing means 2, while RFID
tag 40 is provided on the vehicle 4.
[0111] Any arrangement can be contemplated, and in-
deed the components do not have to be different on one
of the vehicle 4 or fuel providing means 2. That is, both
of the radio receiving means 42 and 62 could be located
on the vehicle 4 or the fuel providing means 2 and both
of the RFID tags 40 and 60 could be located on the vehicle
4 or the fuel providing means 2. Alternatively, only one
radio receiving means 42 may be provided for a plurality
of RFID tags 40, 60, wherein the one radio receiving
means 42 detects all the radio signals from the plurality
of RFID tags 40.
[0112] Essentially, the operation is similar to that de-
scribed in the case of one RFID tag 40 and one radio
receiving means 42. That is, the RFID tags 40, 60 emit
a radio signal corresponding to the correct fuel type for
the vehicle 4 or fuel that the fuel dispensing means 8
provides.
[0113] In the case of a plurality of arrangements and/or
RFID tags 40, 60, the determination step performed by
the determining means 43 is different however. Essen-
tially, a comparison is made between the predetermined
radio signal and a plurality of received radio signals. The
determining means 43 then receives a plurality of signals
from the radio receiving means 42 (singular or plurality)
and the predetermined radio signal from the storage
means 41. A YES determination may be made if all the
radio signals correspond to the predetermined radio sig-
nal. In an arrangement utilising more than two RFID tags
40, 60, a determination may be made on a relative per-
centage of matches. For example, a condition may be
that such that when 80% of the received radio signals
correspond to the predetermined signal, a YES determi-
nation is made. For this to operate, a standard must be
in place wherein, for example, three RFID tags 40, 60
are disposed around the fuel tank opening 26, and thus
one-third or two-thirds must be detected - this allows for
two or one of the RFID tags 40, 60 to fail and not affect
the refuelling process.
[0114] This greatly enhances the chances that a fuel
is not inserted in error, simply because the error associ-
ated with each RFID tag 40 and receiving means 42 is
taken into account. Therefore, should one RFID tag 40
fail or malfunction, the correct refuelling may still take
place.
[0115] For a plurality of RFID tags 40, 60, the prede-
termined radio signal may include a plurality of predeter-
mined radio signals. That is, the predetermined radio sig-
nal may comprise two or more predetermined radio sig-
nals corresponding to different frequencies. For exam-
ple, RFID tag 40 and radio receiving means 42 of Fig. 9
may operate at a frequency f1, and RFID tag 60 and radio
receiving means 62 of Fig. 9 may operate at a frequency
f2. In this case, the determining means 43 receives a
plurality of radio signals (from the one or more radio re-
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ceiving means 42) and a plurality of predetermined radio
signals (from one or more storage means 41) and a YES
determination is made if the frequency of the radio signal
from RFID tag 40 matches f1 and the frequency of the
radio signal from RFID tag 60 matches f2. In this example,
the fuel supplied by the fuel dispensing means 8 or the
fuel required for the vehicle 4 is actually represented by
two pieces of data, f1 and f2.
[0116] This arrangement greatly enhances the chanc-
es that a fuel is not inserted in error, as both f1 and f2
must be present in order to identify the fuel. This helps
to avoid any chances of interference from other RFID
tags 40, 60 in determining a YES condition. Of course,
only one radio receiving means 42 may be provided
which detects all the radio signals and only one storage
means 41 may store all the predetermined radio signals.
That is, the radio receiving means may detect f1 and f2
and the determining means 43 compares these radio sig-
nals with corresponding predetermined radio signals,
i.e., corresponding to f1 and f2 in this case. As discussed
above, the comparison and/or storage of the predeter-
mined radio signals may be in, or performed in, a remote
location or in the alarm unit 44.
[0117] As discussed above, the RFID tag 40 and radio
receiving means 42 may be provided as retrofit compo-
nents adapted to be fixed to the vehicle 4 and/or the fuel
providing means 2. Additionally, the RFID tag 40 or radio
receiving means 42 may be integrally formed with the
fuel filler cap 30 and/or stopper 32. A retrofitting system
may also be realised with the integrally formed compo-
nents, wherein a kit of a plurality of fuel filler caps 30
and/or stoppers 32 are provided. The kit includes fuel
filler caps 30 and/or stoppers 32 of different sizes or with
different hinge components such that they may be fitted
to a plurality of different vehicles 4. Therefore, a mechanic
or the like may replace the existing stock fuel filler cap
30 and/or stopper 32 with an integrally formed compo-
nent from the kit.
[0118] Additionally, or alternatively, the kit may be pro-
vided with an alarm unit 44 integrally formed in the fuel
filler cap 30 and/or stopper 32. The alarm unit 44 may be
capable of communicating with the fuel providing means
2, and in a preferred arrangement, the radio receiving
means 42 of the fuel providing means 2.
[0119] A programmable RFID tag 40 and/or storage
means 41 may also be used in place of any of the RFID
tags 40 or storage means 41 discussed above. Consid-
ering the arrangement of Fig. 2, the RFID tag 40 may be
programmed to alter the radio signal; for example, in
terms of frequency or modulation. When the storage
means 41 is included in the vehicle 4, the storage means
41 may also be programmable so that the predetermined
signal may be altered.
[0120] The advantages of providing a programmable
RFID tag 40 and/or storage means 41 is that the fuel
input to the vehicle 4 may be changed. For example, a
vehicle 4 may have an Integrally formed RFID tag 40 or
storage means 41. The vehicle 4 may also have recently

upgraded the engine or motor, and now requires a dif-
ferent fuel to run thereon. Rather than replace the whole
fuel system of the vehicle 4, a user may simply reprogram
the necessary components and avoid excessive mainte-
nance or replacement work. Alternatively, the radio signal
identification frequencies may be different from country
to country and thus when travelling abroad, the RFID tag
40 or storage means 41 may need to be reprogrammed
to accept the correct fuel. A display may also be provided
so as to display a list of available predetermined radio
signals corresponding to different types of fuel and/or to
display the current selected or set predetermined radio
signal.
[0121] The present invention has therefore been pro-
vided in light of the need to provide a safe and reliable
determination method for identifying the correct fuel to
be inserted into a vehicle 4, thereby preventing misfuel-
ling. The invention provides a contact free system, which
may be adapted to be free of any interference, and equal-
ly does not interfere with existing wireless systems used
at a fuelling station; primarily, due to the short ranges of
the RFID tag 40. A human input or choice is reduced,
thereby resulting in a more reliable, easy to use, and
safer system.

Claims

1. An apparatus for transferring data between a fuel
providing means (2) and a vehicle (4) for the preven-
tion of misfuelling, comprising:

an RFID tag (40), adapted to emit a radio signal,
disposed on one of the vehicle (4) and the fuel
providing means (2);
a radio receiving means (42), disposed on the
other one of the vehicle (4) and the fuel providing
means (2), adapted to detect the radio signal
emitted by the RFID tag (40);
storage means (41) for storing a predetermined
radio signal;
determining means (43) for comparing the de-
tected radio signal with the predetermined radio
signal and determining a correspondence; and
an alarm unit (44), wherein the alarm unit (44)
is adapted to generate a warning signal on the
basis of the correspondence, wherein the de-
tected radio signal and the predetermined radio
signal are each representative of a type of fuel.

2. The apparatus of claim 1, wherein the RFID tag (40)
is disposed on one of a surface (34) adjacent a fuel
tank opening (26) of the vehicle (4) and a fuel dis-
pensing means (8) of the fuel providing means (2),
and is either integrally formed with the fuel providing
means (2) and vehicle (4), or is attachable to the fuel
providing means (2) and vehicle (4); and
the radio receiving means (42) is disposed on the
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other of the surface (34) adjacent the fuel tank open-
ing (26) of the vehicle (4) and the fuel dispensing
means (8) of the fuel providing means (2), and is
either integrally formed with the fuel providing means
(2) and vehicle (4), or is attachable to the fuel pro-
viding means (2) and vehicle (4).

3. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the alarm unit (44) is adapted to generate a warn-
ing signal which is one of: a visual based signal; a
sound based signal; a visual and sound based sig-
nal; a vibration signal; a visual and vibration based
signal; a sound and vibration based signal; and a
visual, sound, and vibration based signal.

4. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the alarm unit (44) is provided with closing means
(50) and the warning signal further comprises a sig-
nal adapted to activate said closing means (50), the
closing means (50) adapted to at least one of:

a) close a fluid path between the fuel providing
means (2) and the vehicle (4), wherein the clos-
ing means (50) includes’ at least one of a closing
means (50) located in the fluid path of the fuel
dispensing means (8), and a closing means (50)
located in the fluid path of the vehicle (4); and
b) switch off a pump of the fuel providing means
(2).

5. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in a switch is provided in a holster (20) of the fuel
providing means (2), the switch provided in a power
providing circuit that provides power to at least one
of the RFID tag (40) and the radio receiving means
(42) disposed on the fuel providing means (2), such
that the switch is adapted to control the supply of
power to one of the RFID tag (40) and the radio re-
ceiving means (42).

6. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the RFID tag (40) is provided with a battery.

7. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims, where-
in the radio receiving means (42) further comprises
a passive power source, the passive power source
adapted to provide power to the RFID tag (40) via
an interaction between the RFID tag (40) and the
passive power source when the passive power
source is in range of the RFID tag (40).

8. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims further
comprising fail safe means adapted to prevent the
exchange of fuel between the fuel providing means
(2) and the vehicle (4) if no radio signal is detected
by the radio receiving means (42), wherein the fuel
providing means (2) is adapted to switch from a de-
activated state to an activated state when the detect-

ed radio signal and predetermined radio signal cor-
respond.

9. The apparatus of any of the preceding claims further
comprising a manual override button (52), wherein
the manual override button (52), when activated, is
adapted to allow the transfer of fuel from the fuel
providing means (2) to the vehicle (4) regardless of
the correspondence.

10. Fuel station component of an apparatus of one of
the preceding claims comprising a fuel dispensing
means (8) of the fuel providing means (2), including
either the RFID tag (40) for use with the radio receiv-
ing means (42) or the radio receiving means (42) for
use with the RFID tag (40), for the transferring of
data between the fuel dispensing means (8) and a
fuel tank opening (26) of the vehicle (4).

11. Vehicle component of an apparatus of one of the
preceding claims comprising a fuel tank opening (26)
of the vehicle (4), including either the RFID tag (40)
for use with the radio receiving means (42) or the
radio receiving means (42) for use with the RFID tag
(40), for the transferring of data between a fuel dis-
pensing means (8) of the fuel providing means (2)
and the fuel tank opening (26) of the vehicle (4).

12. A kit to be used with an apparatus of one of the pre-
ceding claims, the kit including a plurality of vehicle
fuel filler caps (30) each including one or more RFID
tags (40) or one or more radio receiving means (42),
wherein the plurality of vehicle fuel filler caps (30)
includes fuel filler caps (30) of differing sizes suitable
for retrofitting one of said fuel filler caps (30) to an
arbitrary vehicle.

13. A method for the transfer of data between a fuel pro-
viding means (2) and a vehicle (4) for the prevention
of misfuelling, comprising:

a storing step for storing a predetermined radio
signal, the predetermined radio signal contain-
ing data representative of a type of fuel;
a transmitting step for transmitting a radio signal
from at least one of the fuel providing means (2)
and the vehicle (4), the radio signal containing
data representative of a type of fuel;
a detecting step for detecting the radio signal
emitted by the at least one of the fuel providing
means (2) and the vehicle (4);
a determining step for determining the corre-
spondence between the detected radio signal
and the predetermined radio signal; and
a warning step for generating a warning signal
on the basis of the determining step.

14. The method of claim 13, wherein, if the determining
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step determines that the detected radio signal cor-
responds to the predetermined radio signal, fuelling
is permitted, and, if the detected radio signal is dif-
ferent from the predetermined radio signal, the warn-
ing signal is generated.

15. The method of any of claims 13 to 14, further com-
prising a closing means operating step, wherein the
closing means’ operating step includes operating
closing means (50) in response to the warning signal,
the closing means (50) enabling at least one of:

a) the closing of a fluid path between the fuel
providing means (2) and the vehicle (4), wherein
the closing means (50) includes at least one of
a closing means (50) located in the fluid path of
the fuel providing means (2) and a closing
means (50) located in the fluid path of the vehicle
(4); and
b) the switching of a pump of the fuel providing
means (2) to an off state.
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